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lntroduction


TH E NortoN or biopolitics has recently become abazzword. A
few years ago it was known only to a limited number of experts, but
it is used today in many different disciplines and discourses. Beyond
the limited domain of specialists, it is also attracting increasing in-
terest among the general public. The term is used to discuss politi-
cal asylum policies, as well as the prevention of AIDS and questions
of demographic change. Biopolitics may refer to issues as diverse
as financial support for agricultural products, promotion of medi-
cal research, legal regulations on abortion, and advance directives
of patients specifying their preferences concerning life-prolonging
measures.'


There is a range of diverse and often conflicting views about both
the empirical object and the normative evaluation of bíopolitics.
Some argue strongly that "biopolitics" is necessarily bound to ratio-
nal decision-making and the democratic organization of social lift,
while others link the term to eugenics and racism. The term figures
prominently in texts of the Old Right, but it is also used by repre-
sentatives of theNew Left. It is used by both critics and advocates of
biotechnological progress, by committed Marxists and unapologetic
racists. A third line of disagreement concerns historical definitions
and delimitations. Does biopolitics go back to antiquity or even to
the advent of agriculture? Or, by contrast, is biopolitics the result of
contemporary biotechnological innovations marking the beginning
ofa new era?


I
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Pluralanddivergentmeaningsareundoubtedlyevokedwhen
people refer to Uioiolitics. This is surprising, 


since it is quite clear


what the word liteåily signifres. It denotes a politics 
that deals with


life (Greekz bíos).But this is where the problems 
start' What some


people take to be a trivial fact ("Doesrit all politics 
deal with life?")


marks a clear-cut criterion of exclusion for others' 
For the latter'


politics is situated beyond biological life. From 
this point of view,


,.biopolitics,' has to be considered an oxymoron, a combinadoh 
of


two contradictory terms. The advocates of this 
position claim that


politics in the classical sense is about common 
action and decision-


making and is exactly what transcends the 
necessities of bodily ex-


perience and biologiáal facts and opens up 
the realm of freedom and


human interaction.


This book seeks to bring clarity to this discussion 
by offering


general orientation on the topic of biopolitics. 
since this is the first


introduction to this subject, I cannot rely on previous 
works or an


established canon. Furthermore, biopolitics constitutes 
a theoretical


and empirical field that crosses conventional 
disciplinary boundar-


ies and undermines the traditional academic 
and intellectual division


of labor. This introduction therefore has two objectives. 
on the one


hand, it seeks to provide a systematic overview of 
the history of the


notion of biopolitics; on the other hand, it explores 
its relevance in


contemporary theoretical debates'


To avoid a possible misunderstanding, it should 
be made clear that


this book does not intend to offer a neutral account 
or an obiective


representation of the diverse historical and contemPorary 
meanings


oi.,biopolitics." Defrning biopolitics and determining 
its meaning


is not a value-free activit--y that fotlows a universal 
logic of research'


Rather, it is an integral part of a shifting and conflicting 
theoretical


and political field. Each answer to the question 
of what Processes


and structures, what rationalities and technologies, 
what epochs and


historical eras could be called "biopolitical" is 
always and inevitably


the result of a selective perspective. In this respect, 
each definition of
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biopolitics must sharpen its analytical and critical profile against the
blind spots and weak points of competing suggestions.


Mypoint of departure is the virtual polarization that is attached to
the merger of iife and politics entailed in biopolitics. Existing under-
standings differ with respect to which part of the word they empha-
size. It is possible to distinguish naturalistic concepts that take life
as the basis of politics and to contrast these with politicist concepts,
which conceive of life processes as the object of politics., The former
constitute a heterogeneous group of theories that I present in chapter
r. The spectrum runs fiom organicist concepts of the state in the first
decades of the zoth century through racist modes of reasoning dur-
ing National Socialism to biologistic ideas in contemporary political
science. The politicist antipode configures biopolitics as a domain of
practice or a subdíscipline of politics, aiming at the regulation and
steering of life processes. Since the r9óos this line of interpretation
has existed essentially in two different forms: first, as an ecological
biopolitics that pursues conservative and defensive objectives and
seeks to bind politics to the preservation and protection of the nat-
ural environment and, second, in a technical reading of biopolitics
whose advocates are more interested in dynamic development and
productivist expansion than in preservation and protection. The lat-
ter defines a new field of politics that is emerging as a result of new
medical and scientific knowledge and biotechnological applications.
This interpretation is especially popular nowadays, and is regularly
cited in political discussions and media debates to describe the social
and politicai implications and potential of biotechnological innova-
tions. I present the different dimensions of the politicist discourse in
chapter z.


The central thesis of the book is that both lines of interpretation
fail to capture essential dimensions of biopolitical processes. Apart
from their obvious differences, the politicist and the naturalist posi-
tion share some basic assumptions. Both conceptions are based on
the idea of a stable hierarchy and an external relationship between
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life and politics. The advocates of naturalisrn regarcl life as 
being


"beneatli' politics, directing and explai'i'g political reasoning and


action. The politicist conception sees politics as being 
"above" life


processes; here, politics is rnore than "pure" biology, 
going beyond


the necessities of natural existence. Eacþ fundamental position 
on


the problem of biopolitics relies on the stability of one pole 
of the


semantic freld in orã., to explai' variations in the other pole' 
Either


biology accounts for politics, or politics regulates biology. 
However,


this means that both conceptions fail to explain the instability 
and


fragility of the border between "hfe" and 
"politis5"-¿¡d it is exactly


thil instability that has prompted so many people to employ 
the no-


tion of biopolitics. Since the two approaches take 
"Ilfe" and "politics"


as isolated phenomena, tþey are both unable to account for 
their re-


lationality and historicity. The emergence of the notion 
of biopolitics


signals a double negation (cf. Nancy zooz): in contrast to 
naturalist


pJsitions, life does not represent a stable ontological and 
norma-


iive point of reference. The impact of biotechnological i'novations


has demonstrated that life processes are transformable and 
control-


lable to an increasing degree, which renders obsolete any 
idea of an


intact nature untouched by human action. Thus, nature can 
only be


regarded as part of nature-society associations. At the same 
time, it


has become clear that biopolitics also marks a significant transforma-


tion of politics. Life is ,-roi orrly the obiect of politics and external 
to


political decision-making; it affects the core of politics-the politi-


cal subject. Biopolitics is not the expression of a sovereign 
will but


aims at the administration and regulation of life processes 
on the


level of populations. It focuses on living beings rather than on 
legal


subjects-or, to be more precise, it deals witþ legal subjects that 
are


at the same time living beings'


Against the natur"iirt ,rrd the politicist reading I propose a rela-


tional and historical notion of biopolitics that was first developed 
by


the French philosopher and historian Michel Foucault' '{ccording
to Foucault, life denotes neither the basis nor the object of 


politics'
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Insteacl, it presents a border to politics-a border that should be si-
multaneously respected and overcome, one that seems to be both
natural and given but also artificial and transformable. "Biopolitics,,
in Foucault's work signals a break in the order of politics: "the e¡try
of phenomena peculiar to the life of the human species into the or-
der of knowledge and power, into the sphere of political techniques,,
(r9Bo, t4t-t4z). Foucault's concept of biopolitics assumes the disso-
ciation a'd abstraction of life from its concrete physical bearers. The
objects of biopolitics are not singular human beings but their bio_
logical features measured and aggregated on the level of populations.
This procedure makes it possible to define norms, establish stan-
dards, and determine average values. As a resul t,'Iife" has become an
independent, objective, and measurable factor, as well as a collective
reality that can be epistemologically and practically separated from
concrete living beings and the singularity of individual experience.


From this perspective, the notion of biopoiitics refers to the
emergence of a specific political knowledge ancl new disciplines
such as statistics, demography, epidemiology, and biology. These
disciplines make it possible to analyze processes of life on the level
of populations and to "govern" individuals and collectives by prac-
tices of correction, exclusion, normari zation, disciplining, thera-
peutics, and optimization. Foucault stresses that in the context of
a government of living beings, nature does not represent an au-
tonomous domain that has to be respected by governmental action
but depends on the practices of government itself. Nature is not a
material substratum to which practices of government are applied
but the permanent correlative of those practices. The ambivaient
political figure "population" plays a decisive role in this process. on
the one hand, population represents a collective reality that is not
dependent on political intervention but is characterized,by its own
dynamics and modes of selÊregulation; this autonomy, on the other
hand, does not impiy an absolute limit to political intervention but
is, on the contrary, the privileged reference of those interventions.
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The discovery of a "nature" of the population 
(e'g', rates of birth


and death, diseases, etc') that migtri 
be influenced by specifrc in-


centives and measures is the precondition 
for directing and manag-


ingit.Chapter3discussestheclifferentdimensionsofthenotion
of biopolitics in the work of Foucault. In 


the following chapters'


IpresentlinesofreceptionandcorrectivesemarratingfromFou-
cault's concePt of bioPolitics'


GiorgioAgarnbentwritingsandtheworksofMichaelHard¡
andAntonioNegriarecertai,,tytt..mostprominentcorrtributions
to a reforrnulatio"n of Foucault's rrotion 


of biopolitics' Their respec-


tive theories assign a strategic roie to 
demarcation and delimitation'


According to Agamben, it is the basic separation 
of "bare life"-the


form of existen.. ,"do."d to biological functions-and 
political ex-


istence that has shaped Western politlttl history 
since antiquity' He


argues that the .orrr,i,"tion of sovereign Power 
requires the produc-


tion of a biopolitical body and that the 
institutionalization of law is


inseparably connected to the exposure 
of "bare lifel'Hardt and Negri


diagnose a new stage of capitaiism that 
is charactertzed by the dis-


solution of the boundaries between 
economy and politics' produc-


tionandreproduction.WlrereasAgambencriticizesFoucaultfor
neglecting the fact that modern biopolitics 


rests on a solid basis of


a premodern sovereign powt'' Hu'át and 
Negri hold that Foucault


did not recognize the tiansformation of 
modern into postmodern


biopolitics. Their respective contributions 
to the discussion are ana-


lyzedin chaPters 4 and 5'


Thefollowingchaptersexaminetwomainlinesofreceptionthat
have taker. op Fão.urrlt,, work on biopolitics. 


The first focuses on the


mode of politicsand asks how biopoliti., is 
to be distinguished his-


torically and analytically from 
"classical" forms of political represen-


tation and articulation. In chapter ó, I concentrate 
on a discussion of


the works of Agnes Heller and Ferenc 
Fehér, who observe a regres-


sion of politics i.r,rltirrg from the increasing 
signifrcance of biopoliti-


cal issues. T¡en I pr.r.lnt A.'thony Giddens's 
concept of life politics
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(which does not explicitly refer to Foucault) ancl Didier Fassin's idea
of biolegitirnacy.


The second strand of thought focuses on the substance oÍ trÍr.
Scholars working along these lines ask how the foundations, ûreans,
and objectives of biopolitical interventions have been transformed
by a biotechnologically enhanced access to the processes of life ancl
the human body. Looking more closely at the work of these scholars
in chapter 7 I discuss concepts of molecular politics, thanatopolitics,
and anthropopolitics and the ideas of "biosociality" (paul Rabinow)
and "ethopolitics" (Nikolas Rose).


Chapter 8 is devoted to a neglected area of biopoiitics. It presents
a series of theoretical concepts which suggest that biopolitics cannot
be separated from the economization of life. The approaches covered
include the idea of an "economy of human s" (Menschenökonomie)
developed by the Austrian social theorist and sociologist Rudolf
Goldscheid at the beginning of the zoth century. This is followed by
the concept of a "vital politics" as promoted by German liberals after
world war II and the theory of human capital developed by the Chi-
cago Schooi. The final section focuses on visions of a "bioeconomy"
in contemporary political action plans and some recent empirical
studies that critically evaluate the relations between biotechnological
innovations and transformations in capitalism. Chapter 9 integrates
the diverse refinernents of and amendments to the Foucauldian no-
tion of biopolitics into an 'hnalytics of biopolitics." I seek to dem-
onstrate the theoretical irnportance of this research perspective. Fi-
nally, I show how this analytical framework differs from bioethical
discourse


If these sometimes quite heterogeneous chapters have become a
whole and if the result is a "lively" introduction (meaning a vivid and
comprehensive presentation) to the field of biopolitics, this is due to
a number of readers and colleagues who have helped me with their
suggestions and comments. I received important ideas and valu-
able criticism from Martin Saar, Ulrich Bröckling, Robin Celikates,
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susanne l<rasmann, wolfgangMenz, Peter wehling, Caroline 
Pras-


sel, and Heidi schmitz. Ina walter assisted me with the technical


work on the text, and Steffen Herrmann attentively read 
and cor-


rected ih. *rrr.rscript. The constructive discussions at the Institute


for social Research in Frankfurt helped to sharpen my arguments'


Finally, I would like to thank the German Research Foundation 
for


fundingwork on the bookby awarding me a Heisenberg Grant'


ì
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Life as the Basis of politics


state Biology: From organicist concepts ro Racist concepts
Although the concept of biopolitics has now become familiar, it may
not be widely known that it has nearly a hundred-year history. Its
initial apPearance was as part of a general historical and theoretical
constellation. By the second half of the rgth centu ry, Lebensphiloso-
phie (the philosophy of life) had already emerged as an independent
philosophical tendency; its founders were ArtÀ,r, schopenhu.r., 


"rrdFriedrich Nietzsche in Germany and Henri Bergson in France. The
indivi dual L eb ensphil o s o ph en (philos oph ers of life) repres ente d quite
diverse theoretical positions. They shared, however, the reevaruation
of "Iife" and its adoption as a fundamental category and normative
criterion of the healthy, the good, and the true. Life-understood as
bodily fact or organic existence, as instinct, intuition, feeling, or ,.ex-
perience" (rrlebnis) opposed to the *dead" and the ,þetrified,,,
which were represented by the 'ãbstract" conce pt,"cold,,logi., or the
soulless "spirit." The concept of life served as a stand"rd by which
processes perceived as adversarial to life, such as processes of ratio_
nalization, civllization, mech anization, and technologization, were
subjected to ciitical examination.


The concept of biopolitics emerged in this intellectual setting at
the beginning of the zoth century. The swedish political scienlist
Rudolf l(jellén may have been among the first to employ it., I(jer-
lén, until his death in ryzz a professor at the university of uppsala,
had an organicist concept of the state and considered states .*p.r_
individual creatures . . . , which are just as real as individrrals, ånly


t
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disproportionately bigger ""d-T::t 
powerful t"-tt course of their


developm 
"nt" 


('i"4,îîl'For l(ie11é'" tt" natural form of 
statehood


is the nation.state, which exPreSSeS 
the state,s 


..ethnic individuality,'


(ibid., ro3). The 
Jr'"tt u' fo'* of life" is ultimately characterized' 


in


hisview,bysocialstrugglesoverinterestsandideasarticulatedby
classes and groups. In conjunction 


with this conviction, I(jellén 
in-


troducestheconceptofbiopolitics:..Inviewofthistensiontypical
oflifeitself...theinclinationaroseinmetobaptizethisdiscipline
afterthespecialscienceofbiologyasbiopolitics;...inthecivilwar
betweensocialgrouPsonerecognizesalltooclearþtheruthlessness
of the life struggle for existence 


and growth' while at the same 
time


one can detect within the group, " 
pJ".rful cooperation for the pur-


poses of existen ce" (tgzo, g3-g+)-'


I(jellén *"' "ot 
üo"" in understanding the state 


as a "living or-


ganism"or."li''ri"gcreatureJ'Manyofhiscontemporaries-politi-
cal scientists and specialists 


in prruii. Iaw, as well as biologists 
and


healthprof.,,io"ul'-_to"teivedofthestateasacollectivesubiect
that ruled o"", i" own body and spirit' *1tt 


of these people saw in


politics, ".orro,""', 
tt'lt""' t"d 1"* mereþ expressions of the 


same


organicPowers,whichconstitutethestateanddetermineitsspecifrc
characteristics (cf' Selety r9r8; 


Uexküllryzo¡ Hertwig Lgzzi Roberts


1938). The organicist concept-understands 
the state not as a legal


constructionwhoseunityandcoherenceistheresultofindividu-
als, acts of free will but aS an original 


foÎ of life, which precedes


individuals and collectives and 
prãrrid., the institutional foundation


for their activities. The basic alsumption 
is_that all social, political'


andlegalbondsrestonalivingwhole,whichembodiesthegenuine
andtheeternal,thehealthy,andthevaluable.Thereferenceto"Lîle"
ServesherebothasamythicstartingpointTd..'anormativeguide-
line. Furthermore, it eludes evefy 


rãtiorrul foundation or democratic


decision-making. From this perspective, 
only a politics that orients


itselftowardbiologicallawsandt"l..,themasaguidelinecancount
as legitimate and commensurate 


with reality'
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During the period of National Socialism the antidemocratic, con-
servative character of the organicist concept of the state acquired a
racist bias. The widely used metaphor of "the peoplet body" (Volk-
skörper) at this time designated an authoritarian, hierarchically struc-
tured, and racially homogeneous community. There were two cen-
tral features of the National Socialist conception of state and soci-
ety. First, it promoted the idea that the subjects of history were not
individuals, groups, or classes but self-enclosed communities with a
common genetic heritage. This idea was complemented by the as-
sumption of a natural hierarchy of peoples and races according to
their different "inherited biological quality," such that it seemed not
only justified but also necessary to treat individuals and collectives
unequaliy. Second, National Socialist ideology rested on the belief
that social relations and political problems could ultimately be at-
tributed to biological causes. ,{,t the same time, representatives of
the regime regularly denied concepts of biological determinism and
stressed that natural, organic facts were essentially "historical and
spiritual" facts. As a result, education and willpower were regarded
as having a decisive meaning for the development of individuals and
collectives. In the words of the well-known geneticist Otmar von
Verschuer, "Hereditary predisposition means the possibility of reac-
tion. Environment determines which of the given possibilities is real-
ized" (ry36, rc).


The National Socialist concept of biopolitics is marked by the
constitutive tension between, on the one hand, the idea of life as a
fateful power and the site of mythical origin and, on the other hand,
the conviction.that active modification and control of biological
events is possible. To formulate and elaborate its social and political
conception of itself, the National Socialist movement made use of
many different sources, integrating social Darwinist ideas along with
Pan-Germanic and nationalist ideologies. It took up anthropological,
biological, and medical concepts and simultaneo.usly stimulated the


production of theories and empirical work in these disciplines (see


¡








Weingart, IGoll, and Baye ttz tggz) ' Since heterogeneous 
ideat 


lt:-
qrr.rrily stand alongside one another in National 


Socialist texts, it is


difficult to speak of a coherent conception 
of biopolitics' Here I focus


onþ on two general characteristics ihat decisively 
marked National


So.i.lirt biopl[tics: first, the foundation of the 
biopolitical program


in racial hygiene and "hereditary biology" 
(nrbbiologie) and, second'


the combination of these ideas with geopolitical 
considerations'


Hans Reiter, the president of the Reich Health 
Department, çx-


plained the racial underpinning of "our biopolitics" 
in a speech in


rg34.Thisspee.hdemo"stratedthattherepresentativesofNational
socialism regarded biopolitics as a break 


with classical concepts of


politics. Reiter claimed that the past' present' 
and future of each na-


tion was determined by "hereditary biological" 
facts' This insight' he


said, established the basis for a "new world 
of thinking" that had de-


veloped..beyondthepoliticalideatoapreviouslyunknownworld
,ri"*" (rrrr',ls). lhelesult of this understanding was 


a new b-ro-


logically grounded concept of people and 
state: 


.'It 
ís inevitable that


this course of thought should leaã to the recognition 
of biological


thinking as the b.r.lirr., direction, and substructure 
of every effec-


ti* poritics,, (ibid.) The goal of rhis policy consisred of improving
the German people',s "effi.ciency in lilring" 


(Lebenstüchtigkeit) by 
^


quantitativ" in.rJ"s" of the population and a 
qualitative improve-


mentinthe.,geneticmaterials,,oftheGermanpeople.Inorderto
achieve this, Reiter recommended negative 


and positive eugenic


practices.Accordingly,inferioroffspringweretobeavoided'while
the regime supported all those *hã -"r" regarded as 


"biologically


,r"lr.bf.,, qiUiã., 4r). However, Ñational Socialist 
biopolitics com-


prised more than 
j'selection" 


and "eliminationl' Laws, regulations'


and policies governing racial politics had 
as their obiective not only


the regulation and disciplining of reproductive-behavior; 
they also


contained responses to the imaginary dangers 
of "racial mixing"'The


development and maintenance of genetic material 
was, in this light'


only possible through protection against 
the "penetration of foreign
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blood" and the preservation of the "racial character" of the German
people (ibid., 39). concerns about the purity of the "face" coincided
with the battle against internal and external national enemies. At this
point, biopolitical ideas join with geopoliticai considerations. The
combination of the racial political program with the doctrine of Leb-
ensrøum (living space) provided the ideological foundation for the
imperialist expansion of the Nazi Reich.


The concept of Lebensraum, which was by r93g at the latest a cen-
tral element of lrTational Socialist foreign policy, goes back to scien-
tific ideas that had been worked out earlier in the zoth century. The
"fatheÍ" of geopoiitics was the German geographer Friedrich Ratzel,
who coined the word Lebensrøum around the turn of the century.
His "anthropogeography" examined the relationship between the
motionless Earth and the movements of peoples, in which two geo-
graphical factors play a central role: space and position. I(jellén was
also familiar with the concept of geopolitics and used it in his politi-
cal writings.


The most important figure in German geopolitics, however, was
Karl Haushofer, who occupied a chair in geography at the univer-
sity of Munich. Haushofer was Rudolf Hess's teacher and friend
and contributed substantially to the founding of the Zeitschrift far
Geopolitik (Journal for Geopolitics), the first voiume of which ap-
peared in ry24 (Neuman n tg+z, rt5-n4) .In one of the issues of this
journal, an author named Louis von Kohl explained that biopolitics
and geopolitics were together "the basis for a natural science of the
state" (rgx,3oq). This "biology of the state," as envisioned by Kohl,
examined the development of a people or a state from two different
but complementary points of view: "when we observe a people or
a state we can place greater emphasis either on temporal or spatial
observations. Respectively, we will have to speak of either biopolitics
or geopolitics. Biopolitics is thus concerned with historical develop-
ment in time, geopolitics with actual distribution in space or with
the actual interplay between people and space" (ibid., 3oS).
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I(ohldistinguishesbetweenaverticalandahorizontalPersPec-
tiveonSocietyandstate.Thefirstenvisagesthedevelopmentof
the people's body and its "living space" 


in time' It concentrates


on 
,.the importance of racial elements,, and observes 


..the swell-


ingandebbingofthepeople'sbody'thesocialstratificationsit
consists of and their changes, its susceptibility 


to sicknesses' and


so forth-' (ibid., 3o8)' This viewpoint tã"t'potds 
to a horizontal


perspective that iri.' to comprehend the struggles and 
confli:Ît:f


.,different powers and fields of power in geographical 
space" (ibid''


3o9). Temporal development 
and spatial movement should be


considered together. They serve l(ohf as a 
guídeline and yardstick


for politics.
Thelinkbetweenracialdelusionandgenocidecontainedinthe


formula,,BlutundBoden,,(bloodandsoil)mayhavebeenapeculiar-
ity of National socialist biopolitics. The fundamental 


idea of a "biol-


ogization of politics" i, ,r.*rtheless neither a 
German idiosyncrasy


nor limited to the period of National Socialism' 
The,state's "garden-


ing-breeding-rrrrgiåal ambitions" 
(Baum arLr: LggL' 3z) can be traced


backatleasttotherSthcentury.IntheperiodbetweenWorldWar
IandWorldWarll,thesefantasiesblossomedinideologicallyand
politically antagonistic camps'.Th"y emerged 


in the projects of the


,,new soviet -.rr'under stalint dictatorship 
but also in the eugenic


practicesofliberaldemocracies.Germanracialhygienistswerein
close scientifi.c contact with genetícists around 


the world and turned


to American sterilization programs and practices 
of immigration


restriction to promote their own politicaipositions 
(I(evles 1995)'


LiketheNaziregime,Stalinistideologuessoughttousenewscien-
tific knowl"dge i'rd technological options 


to "refrne" and "ennoble"


the soviet people. Biopolitical ,ririon, not 
only crossed national


boundaries;theywerealsosupportedbynonstateactorsandsocial
movements. The Rockefeller Foundation, 


which played a significant


role in fundinf the rise of molecular biology 
in rhe united states


in the 193oS, expected this science to produce 
new knowledge and
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instruments of sociai control and to be able to steer and to optimize
Iruman behavior (tcay rg%).


Even if racist biopolitics no longer had any serious scientific or po-
litical standing after the end of the Third Reich and the atrocities of
World War II, it continued to have appeal. Representatives of right-
wing movements still use the concept ofbiopolitics today, in order to
complain about the ignorance of the "zeitgeist" toward the "question
of race"; they contend that the category of race has continuing rele-
vance for the present. Like the National socialist ideologues, they di-
agnose a fundamental social crisis resulting from the alleged struggle
between different "races" and the imagined threat of iacial mixing"
and "degeneration." One example of this persistent theme is a book
by Jacques Mahieu, formerly a member of the Waffen SS, who fled
to Argentina after World War II and taught political science there in
various universities. In order to establish a "foundation for politicsi'
the author believes political science's "important role" today consists
in defining the causes of the increasing "racial struggles" and 'ethnic
collisions" (zoo3, r3). Beyond representing a model to specify the
problem, the biopolitical triad of People-Nation-Race evoked in the
title of Mahieu's book is also meant to offer solutions to the crisis it
claims to identify. "The meaning of biopolitics" is, according to the
author, "to calculate the totality of genetic processes insofar as they
influence the life of human communities" (ibid., n).


Biopolitology: Human Nature and Polirical Action


In the middle of the r96os a new theoretical approach developed
within potitical science which advanced a "naturalistic study of
politics" (Blank and Hines 2oor, z). "Biopoliticians" (Somit and
Peterson ry87, rc8) use biological concepts and research methods
in order to investigate the causes and forms of political behavior.'
Representatives of this approach draw on ethological, genetic, physi-
ological, psychopharmacolo gical, and sociobiological hypotheses,
models, and findings. Despite research and publication activity that


t
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nowsPansfourdecades,itisonlyintheUnitedStatesthatonecan
find a rudimentary institutionalization of this theoretical PersPec-


tive today. The Association for Politics and Life sciences 
(arlS)


acquired an official section of the American Political 
Science Asso-


.iution (AnSa) in 1985 but lost it ten years later because 
of decli'-


ing membership. The journal founded by this section, 
Politics ønd the


Life Sciences, has been in existe'ce since r98z (Blank 
and Hines zoor'


ó-S). Outside the ljnited States, this branch of political 
science plays


hardly any role, even if there are scholars in a few countries 
who cdn-


sider themselves biop oliticians'3


Even among advocates for this approach' however' its 
meaning


and scope are disputed. Whereas some biopoliticians 
demand a


paradigm shift in political science or want to integrate all 
the social


sciences into a new, unified sociobiological science 
(Wilson 998),


others see in this approach an important supplement to and 
perfec-


tion of already establisþed theoretical models and research 
methods'


within this heterogeneous freld of research, it is possible to identify


four areas to which most of the projects can be assigned' The 
first


area comprises reception of neo-Darwinian evolutionary 
theory' At


its center stands the historical and anthropological question 
of the


development of human beings and the origins of state and 
society'


A second group of works takes up ethological and sociobiological


concepts and findings in order to analyze political behavior' Works


interested in physioiogical factors and their possible contribution


to an understanding of political action fall into the third category' 
A


fourth group fo.orJ, ori practical political problems ("biopolicies"),


which arise from interventions in human nature and changes 
to the


environment (Somit and Peterson ry87, to8; I(amps and 
Watts t998,


t7-r8;Blank and Hines 2ooli Meyer-Emerick zooT)'


Despite the diversity of the theoretical sources and thematic 
in-


terests involved here, one can nonetheless speak of a common 
re-


search perspective since most of these works agree on 
three funda-


mental aspects. First, the object of investigation is primarily 
political
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behavior, which-and this is the underlying assumption-is caused
in a substantial way by objectively demonstrable biological factors.
within these explicative models, (inter)subjective motivations or
reasons play no more than a minor rore, as do cultural factors. sec,
ond, the objective of the approach is not the interpretation of sym-
bolic structures or the provision of normative critique; it is much
more oriented toward describing and explaining observable behavior
in order to draw conclusions for a rational politics, that is, a politics
consistent with biological exigencies. Third, methodologicalþ speak_
ing, the approach rests on the perspective of an external observer
who objectively describes certain forms of behavior and institutional
processes. By contrast, concepts that approach reality from the per-
spective of actors or participants are considered scientificaily ãefi_
cient (Saretzki 1999 86-8).


common to all representatives of "biopolitics,, is thus a critique
of the theoretical and methodological orientation of the social sci-
ences, whicþ in their view, is insufficient. They argue that the social
sciences are guide d by the assumption that human beings are, in
principle, free beings, a view that gives too much significan." to pro.-
esses of learning and socialization and therebyfails to see that human
(political) behavior is in large part biologically conditioned. From
this perspective, the 'tulturalism" of the social sciences remains ..su_
perficial" as it systematically ignores the "deeper" causes of human
behavior. conventional social-scientific research is thus .bne-sided,,


and "reductionist" insofar as the biorogical origins of human behav-
ior remain outside the horizon of the questions it poses. In order to
produce a "moie- realistic" evaluation of human beings and how they
live, biopoliticians demand a "biocultural" or',biosocial,, approach.
This is supposed to integrate sociar-scientiñc and biologi;; view-
points, in order to replace a one-sided either-or with a combinatory
model (wiegele ryzgi Masters zoot;Alford and Hibbing zoog)


Biopoliticians do not as a rule assume a deterministic relationship
but refer to biological 'brigins" or "factors" which are supposed to


À
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decisivelyshapethemotivesarrdsPacesofpoliticalactors.Theypre-
sume that in lruman evolutionary 


history " 
*,'ltitude of belravioral


patterns have arisen and that altho"qlì:t"t "lll:Ï 
completeiy de-


termines human behavior, many 
mold it to a considerable degree in


various areas of life. works written 
under the rubric of "biopolitics"


are interested above all i¡ cornpetition and 
cooperation, anxiety and


aggression, relations of dominance' 
the construction of hierarchies'


enmity toward foreigners, and nepotism' 
These phenomeii "1'"


matelygoback-oratleastthisisth.",,o-ption-toevolutionary
mechanisms and lead to the formation 


of affects that usually guide


individuals in the direction of 
"biologically beneficial" behavior' Ac-


cordingtotlrisview,theformationandpersistenceofstatesdepend
less on democratic consensus or 


social authority than on psychologi-


callyandpirysicallygroundedrelationshipsofdominarrce,whichcan
in turn be traced back to inherited behavior 


patterns (cf' wiegele


LgrgtBlank and Hines zoor)'


In this view, ,h" .*.rgence of hierarchies 
in human society is not


a social phenomerror bol rather a' inevitable 
result of evolutionary


lristory.Tlrereasongivenfort}risisthatasymmetricallydistributed
opportunities for ".i"r, 


and participation allegedly offer 
evolution-


aryadvantages,sincestableandpredictablerelationshipsaresup-
posed to favor tlr.e transmission 


oftne's genes to the next generation'


In order to establish solid grounds for 
this assumption' biopoliti-


ciansoftenpresenteconomicpropositionsandpremisesasmatters
of natural fact. Accordingly, 1',,*u' beings 


are by nature disposed to


competitionoverscarceresources,andinsofarastheyaredifferently
equippedbiologicallyforcompetitivesituations,Powerisdistributed
unequaily. Fo, ihi, reason, social hierarchies 


are said to be necessary


and unavoidable (Somit and Peterson 
1997)'


FurthermoÀ pr.r.rences for certain 
forms of government and


authority ,." d"r^i r.d from human evolutionary 
history' It is regu-


larlyassumedthatthegeneticendowmentofhumanbeingsmakes
authoritariur, ,=gi*", 1ik"1i", than democratic 


states. A democratic
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state is, according to this view, only possible under particular-and
very rarely occurring-evolutionary conditions. A democracy can
only arise and assert itself against the dominating behavior of indi-
viduals and groups if power resources are distributed widely enough
so that no actor can achieve supremacy (Vanhanen ryï+). Even eth-
nocentrism and ethnic conflict are traced back to determinants in
human phylogeny, to conflict over scarce resources and the principle
of kin selection. The latter idea assumes that in smaller groups the
welfare of the group member is more highly valued than the welfare


of nonmembers, due to a higher probability of being biologically re-
lated to one another (I(amps and Watts 1998, zz-4).


Taken together, the works of biopoliticians reveal a rather pessi-
mistic image of human beings and society. Nonetheless, it would be
wrong to equate "biopolitics" across the board with National Social-
ist or racist positions. lrTo one particular political orientation follows
necessarily if one assumes the existence of inborn characteristics. In
fact, the political positions of biopoliticians vary considerably. The
spectrum extends from avowed social reformers such as Heiner
Flohr (rg86) to authors whose arguments follow distinctively rac-
ist patterns, for example J. Philippe Rushton, who traces the higher
prevalence of criminality among African Americans in the United
States to inherited behavior reiated to skin color (tqg8). To analyze
the approach with the tools of ideological critique is not sufficient.
Tlre thesis that biological factors play a role in the analysis of social
and political behavior is not the problem; the question is, rather, how
the interaction is understood-and in this respect the responses of
the biopoliticiâns are not at all convincing. A long list of reservations
and objections has been put forward in response to the research
perspectives they suggest. In the following I briefly present some of
them.


Although biopoliticians programmatically demand that biologi-
cal knowledge should be taken into account in the social sciences,
lrow exactly "biolo gical" factors on the one hand and "cultural"
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and "social" factors on the other interact, and how they 
should be


delineated against one another, are issues that remain 
largely un-


explained in their work. Furthermore, it is unclear how the 
alleged


..bìological basis" concretely "evokes" or "produces" particular pat-


terns Jf political behavior. The one-dimensional concept 
of genetic


regulation promoted by many representatives of this approach


(.1g., th. idea of genes 
.((for" 


hierarchy or dominant behavior) no


Ionger corresponã, to current findings in biological scien..*":d


has been increasingly criticízed in recent years (Oyama, Griffiths,


and Gray zoori N"o^r.r.r-Held ancl Rehmann-sutter zoo6). 
I"


general, there is no systematic consideration of the manner 
in


which diverse scientific cultures could be conceptually, theoreti-


cally, and methodologically integrated. As a result, the 
claim to


hu,r. provided "deeper" empirical explanations and the 
promise


of a more comprei.nri," theoretical and conceptual approach


remain largely onforrnded and unrealized (Saretzki 
r99o, g'-,gz)'


In starting from the idea that "nature" iS an autonomous system


and a closed sphere, with the conviction that this closed sphere


decisively shapes political action, biopoliticians put forward 
and


prolong the very dualism of nature and society whose 
continuing


existence theY also bemoan'


A further problem with the "biopolitical" approach is that repre-


sentatives of this type of research pay too little attention 
to symbolic


structures and cultural patterns of meaning for the investigation 
of


political processes. fh"i by only treating social phenomena from the
perspective of their alignment with natural conditions, they 


grasP


little of what they claim to study. Th.y are not sensitive to 
the ques-


tion of how far sociopolitical evolution affects and changes 
"biologi-


cal factorsJ' Biopoliti.i"rs therefore see "the human being" as a 
prod-


uct of biocultural processes of development only, not as 
a producer


of these processes. T-tti, one-sided perspective conceals 
a crucial di-


mension in the present discussion of the relationship 
between nature


and societY, biologY and Politics:
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At a moment when, with the development of new genetic and re-
productive technologies, the capacity has also increased to selec-
tively or even constructively shape onet own biological evolution
in totally new dimensions, the point is no longer to become aware
of putatively neglected "biological conditions." By now, these have


become contingent in a completely new way. When a society can
discuss the "fabrication of nature" and "human beings made to
measure," first and foremost the question of the goals of and re-
sponsíbility for the shaping of nature more and more strongly by
society becomes important-as does an institutional design in
whose framework these new contingencies can be adequately dealt


with. (Saretzki rggo, tlo-Ln; cf. also Esposito zoo8, 4-24)


This very question, the question of institutional and political forms
and the social answers to the "question of naturei'provides the point
of departure for the second line of inquiry addressing "biopolitics."


¡
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Life as an Object of Politics


Ecological Biopol itics


in the r96os and early Lgzos, the meaning of biopolitics assumed
another form. It was not so much focused on the biological founda-


tions of politics but rather disclosed life processes as a new object of


political reflection and action. In light of the ecological crisis that was


increasingly being addressed by political activists and social move-


ments, biopolitics now came to signify policies and regulatory efforts


aimed at finding solutions to the global environmental crisis. These


efforts received an important stimulus from the Report to the Club


of Rome (Meadows et al. D7z),which demonstrated through scien-


tific modeling and computer simulations the demographic ancl eco-


logical limits of economic growth. The report demanded political in-


tervention to halt the destruction of the natural environment. Along


with growing awareness of the limits of natural resources and anxiety


about the consequences of a "population explosion," apocalyptic sce-


narios also multiplied. It was postulated that nothing less than life on


the planet and the survival of the human species were at stake.


In this context, the concept of biopolitics acquired a new mean-
ing. It came to.btand for the development of a new field of politics
and political action directed at the preservation of the natural envi-


ronment of humanity. This was clear, for example, in the six-volume
series Pol¡t¡k zwischen Møcht und Rechf (Politics between Power


and Law) by the German political scientist Dietrich Gunst, who,
in addition to writing about the German constitution and foreign
policy, also dedicated a volume to biopolitics. According to Gunst,
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biopolitics embfaces "anything to do with health policy and 
the reg-


,rl"fion of the populatio', together with environmental protection


and questio.r, .or].erning the future of humanity. This 
political arena


in its comprehensive form is comparatively new ancl 
takes into con-


sideratio' the fact that questions about life and survival 
are increas-


ingly relevant" (tgzï, g).


The individual chapters of the book focus on the political 
and so-


cial problems that result from a growing world population, 
starvation


and difficulties securing proper nutrition in many countries,'air 
and


water pollution, the depletion of natural resources, and 
dwindling


.rr"rgy supplies. The organization of health care, biomedical 
innova-


tionf and the "-u^ip,r1-ution of life and death-' (ibid., zr) play only


a marginal role in the book. After an overview of the fields 
of ac-


tion and the potitical challenges they Pose' Gunst comes 
to the gen-


eral conclusion that these worsening problems will be solved 
only


through a "life-oriented politics" (lbid., rz). What the author 
means


by this phrase are those measures and initiatives that 
would help to


achieve an ecological worid order. It will be uecessary, he 
believes' to


align econornic itructures (consumption, production, distribution,


etc.), as well as political activities at local, regional, 
nationai, and in-


ternational levels, with biological exigencies (ibid., 165-r83)'


The concept of biopolitics was linked to ecological considerations


and became a ,"f.r.rr.. point for various ideological, political, and


religious interests. One of the most curious resPonses 
to the "eco-


logical question" is the idea of a "Christian biopolitics" put 
forward


by theologian l(enneth cauthen in his book christian Biopolitics: 
A


credo and strøtegy for the Future (rgzt). The author 
asserts the emer-


gence of n "plurr"áary society," which comes into existence 
once the


úiologi.ui frontiers of Earth are exceeded. The book explores 
t6e


dangers arising from and the opportunity for a fundamental 
change


in consciousness that would be caused by such a development' 
Ac-


cording to cauthen, a transformation in ideas, goals, and attitudes


is necessary in order to bring about the desired transition, and 
this
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is where theology and the church have a special role to play. "Chris-


tian biopolitics" consists in developing "a religio-ethical perspective
centered on life and the quest for enjoyment in a science-based tech-


nological age. This ecological model requires an organic understand-


ing of reality. Such an understanding interprets man as a biospiritual


unity whose life is set within cosmic nature, as well as within hu-
man history" (Cauthen t97r, tt-:.:). More specifically, Cauthen aims
at promoting "a movement toward an ecologically optimum world
community fuIl of justice and joy in which the human race can not
only survive but embark on exciting new adventures of physical and
spiritual enjoyment" (ibid., ro).


However, authors motivated by religious beliefs were not the only


ones to use emerging environmental debates for their own ends.
Many representatives of right-wing movements were especially ac-
tive in Germany and united the ecological message with eugenic
and racist motifs. As early as t96o, the German division of the Welt-


bund zum Schutze des Lebens (World Union for Protection of Life)
was founded, and the Gesømtdeutsche Ratfür Bíopolitik (All-German


Council on Biopolitics) was established five years later. In ry65, a
supplement to the German right-wing magazine Nøtion Europa ap-
peared with the title Biopol¡t¡k. Contributors to this issue concen-
trated on "two undesirable biopolitical trends": the "wildly advanc-
ing overpopulation of the Eartir"'and the "mixing together of all races


and genealogical linesi' which leads to a "sullying of the gene pooH'
(Nøtion Europø t965, t). The contributors claimed that in order to
preserve "lifet possibilities for our childreni' the politics of the fu-
ture must be biopolitics, and its goal must be the eradication of these


two fundamental problems facing humanity (ibid., r-z). However,
at stake was not only the "caÍe of the genetic health of future gen-
erations" (ibid., a5) and the control of the world's population. Right-


wing groups were also, relatively earlft very engaged in the struggle
against "nuclear death" and health problems resulting from nuclear
energy (cf., for example, Biologische Zukunft ry78).
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Tech nocentric BioPol itics


The idea of biopolitics as securing and protecting global natural


foundations of life was soon augmented by a second component'


The r97os were not only the decade in which a growing environ-


mental movement and enhanced sensitivity to ecological questions


emerged; these years also saw several spectacular biotechnological


innovations. In ry73, itwas possible for the first tirne to transfer DNrq.


from one species to another. With this accomplishment, genetic
information from different organisms could be isolated and recom-


bined in various ways. Around the same time, the diagnosis of fe-


tuses became an integral part of prenatal care, and new reproductive


technologies such as in-vitro fertilization were developed.


The growing significance of genetic and reproductive technologies


raised concerns about the regulation and control of scientific Prog-


ress. If the results of biological and medical research and its practical


applications demonstrated how contingent and fragile the boundary


between nature and culture is, then this intensifred political and le-


gal efforts to reestablish that boundary. It was deemed necessary to


regulate which Processes and procedures were acceptable 
and un-


der what conditions. There was also a need to clarify what kind of


research wouid be supported with public funding and what would be


prohibited.
Such questions led ultimately to a second stratum of meaning in


biopolitics, one that is situated close to the considerations and con-


cerns of bioethics. These relate to the collective negotiation of, and


agreement on, the social acceptability of what is technologicaily pos-


sible. The German sociologist Wolfgang van den Daele provides an


exemplary definition of this strand of biopolitics. He writes that bio-


politics refers to


the approximately twenty-year societal thematization and regula-


tion of the application of modern technologies and natural science
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to human life. Within the purview of these policies stand, above
all, reproductive medicine and human genetics. Increasingly, how-
ever, one finds brain research, as well as the scientifrcally and tech-
nically rather uninteresting field of cosmetic surgery. Biopolitics
responds to the transgression of boundaries. It reacts to the fact
that the boundary conditions of human life, which until now were
unquestioned because they lay beyond the reach of our technical
capabilities, are becoming accessible to us. . . . The results of such
transgressions are moral controversies and debates about regulation
that come down to the old question: Just because we can, should
we? (zoo5, 8)


In recent years, this interpretation has become dominant in journal-
ism and in political declarations and speeches. Since at least the turn
of the millennium, biopolitics has stood for administrative and legal
procedures that determine the foundations and boundaries of bio-
technological interventions.'


It is safe to say, then, that since the r97os "life" has become a refer-
ence point for political thinking and political action in two respects.
On the one hand, we can say that the human "environment" is threat-
ened by the existing social and economic structures and that policy-
makers need to find the right answers to the ecological question and
to secure the conditions of life on Earth and the survival of humanity.
On the other hand, it is becoming increasingly difficult to know, be-
cause of bioscientific discoveries and technological innovations, what
exactly the "natural foundations" of life are and how these can be dis-
tinguished frorri "artificial" forms of life. With the transformation of
biology into a practice of engineering, and the possibility of perceiv-
ing living organisms not as self-contained and delimited bodies but
rather as constructs cornposed of heterogeneous and exchangable
elements (..g., org"ns, tissues, DNA), traditional environmental pro-
tection and species conservation efforts are becoming less pertinent.
This is the case because their self-understanding is still rooted in the
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assumption of separate orders of being and of the 
existence of nature


as a domain that is in principle free from human intervention' 
In this


light, Walter Truett Anderson notes a shift from 
"environmentalism


tJUiopotitics" (rg82,94).The latter rePresents a new political 
freld


that gives rise to hitherto unforeseen questions and problems 
and


that foes well beyond the traditional 
forms of environmental protec-


tion. As Anderson sees it, biopolitics not only comPrises 
measures to


save endangered species but also should tackle the P,J:bl,em 
of "qe-


netic erosion" ,.rd ,.golate biotechnological progress 
(ibid', 9+-L+7)'


As a result of this problematizatíon,the ecological 
version of bio-


politics was weak"rr.d until ultimately it was integrated into 
the


technocentric variant. If the former assigned itself a 
task that tended


toward the conservative and defensive, pursuing the 
goal of Preserv-


ing natural foundations of life, the latter is more dynamic 
and pro-


ductivist, concerned with the exploitation of these 
foundations' The


ecological interpretation of biopolitics was in this respect 
locked into


a naturalistic logic, as it strove to thematize the interaction 
between


natural and so.ietal processes and so to determine 
the correct political


answers to environmental questions. Central to the 
technocentricver-


sion ofbiopolitics, however, is not the adaptation of 
"society" to a sep-


arate "natural environrnent" but rather the environment's 
modifrca-


tion and transformation through scientifrc and technological 
means'


Of course, these interpretive threads are difficult to tease 
apart


historically or systematically. Thus, for example, 
"green" genetic


technology is regularly promoted with the dubious argument 
that


it solves central .rr,rironmentar and development policy problems.


If nothing else, the synthesis of the ecological and technocentric


strands of biopolitics represents a Programmatic promise 
that strives


to inspire hope for a world in which the means of production 
will


b..rr"rgyeffi.cient,lowinpollution,andprotectiveofnaturalre-
sources,-a world which has overcome hunger through 


an increase in


food production (for a critical appraisal of this view, see, 
€'$'r Shiva


and Moser :¡g5).
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The German philosopher Volker Gerharclt puts forwarcl a coûr-


prehensive definition of biopolitics that encompasses both the eco-
logical and technocentric approaches. Gerhardt sees biopolitics as a
"wide-ranging domain of action" characterizedby "three main tasks."


Along with "ecologically securing the basics of life" and "the bio-
logicai increase of the benefits of life," the protection of the develop-


ment of life through medical intervention has also become an issue


(zoo4,3z). The challenges posed by the last dorrain have radically
changed and expanded the range of contemporary biopolitics. Ger-
hardt writes that it now includes "those questions in which the hu-
rnan becomes an object of the life sciences" (ibid., ++).He laments
the broad range of skepticism ancl reprimand that stretches from rep-


resentatives of the Church to Marxists. These people put "biopolitics


under general suspicion" (ibid., ¡z) and foment irrational fears about
new technologies.


In the face of such critics, Gerhardt demands as a poiitical duty
a rational debate about the possibilities and risks of technology. Ac-


cording to him, it is necessary to have a political culture that respects
the freedom of the individual and takes care to ensure that the hu-
man being remains an end in itself (ibid., 3o),


Since biopolitics to a certain degree impinges upon our self-under-


standing as human beings, we must insist on its link to basic liber-


ties and to human rights. And since it can have wide-ranging con-
sequences for our individual self-understanding, it also makes de-
mancls on the individual conduct of our lives. If one does not wish


biotechnology to interfere with questions which are situated within


the discreet sanctuary of love, one must make this clecision first and


above all for oneself. (tUid., :ø)


This appeal fails to convince. This is because, on the one hand, ba-
sic liberties and human rights are harclly suited to complement or
correct biotechnological innovations, since the right to life takes


t
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a central position in most constitutional and legal texts' When the


lJniversal Declaration of Human Rights guarantees 
"life, liberty,


and security of person" in Article 3, and many national constitutions


grant special protection to the life and health of their citizens, 
these


guarantees are not so much a limitation of biotechnological options


ã, 
" 
*ry of broadening them. on the other hand, t¡e allusion to au-


tonomous decision-making processes and individual choice is on 
the


whole too limited, in that the conditions under which these Proc-


esses occur might call forth new constraints. As prenatal diagnosiå


shows, the very possibility of prebirth examinations forces the 
cou-


ple in question to take a decision, namely, whether to make use 
of


the diagnostic option. Moreover, the decision against prenatal 
diag-


nosis is still a decision and not comparable to the state of ignorance


before such diagnostic methods were available. Should a 
child with


physical or mental disabilities be born, the parents could 
be held re-


sponsible for their decision not to use prenatal diagnostics 
and selec-


tive abortion.


The key question, which neither Gerhardt nor other representa-


tives of ttre politicist version of biopolitics answer, is the question 
of


the "we" that is regularly engaged with in these debates' Who is 
it


who decides about the contents of biopolitics and decides autono-


mously on one's conduct of life? The interpretation of biopolitics 
as a


mere province of traditional politics is inadequate, in that it presumes


that the substance of the political sphere remains untouched 
by the


growing technological possibilities for regulating life Processes' 
This,


úo*",rù is not the case. Biopolitical questions are fundamental pre-


cisely because not only are they objects of political discourse, but


they also encompass the political subject him- or herself. should


embryonic stem cells be considered legal subjects or biological 
mate-


rial? Does neurobiological research reveal the limits of human 
free


will? In such cases, the question is not just about the political 
assess-


ment of technologies or the negotiation of a political comPromise 
in


a field of competing interests and value systems. Rather, the question
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is who should participate in such decision-making and evaluative
processes and how normative concePts of individual freedom and


responsibility interact with biological factors. In this resPect, biopoli-


tics defines


the borderland in which the distinction between life and action is


introduced and dramatized in the first place. This distinction is noth-


ing less than a constitutive element of politics as the development


of the citizent will and decision-making powers. Biopolitics is in


this respect not a new, ancillary field of politics, but rather a prob-


iem space at the heart of politics itself. (Thomä zooz, roz; emphasis


in original)


Biopolitics cannot simply be labeled a sPecific political activity or


a subfield of politics that deals with the regulation and governance
of life processes. Rather, the meaning of biopolitics lies in its ability


to make visible the always contingent, always precarious difference


between politics and life, culture and nature, between the realm of


the intangible and unquestioned, on the one hand, and the sphere of


moral and legal action, on the other.


It is not enough, then, to dissolve these distinctions in one direc-


tion or another, either as a way of promoting a stronger delimitation


of politics and its adaptation to biological conditions or in order to


celebrate the broadening of the political field-a field that encom-
passes sets of problems that were once understood as natural and


self-evident facts but that are now oPen to technological or scientific


intervention.


The notion of biopolitics calls into question the topology of the


political. According to the traditional hierarchy, the political is de-
fined as humanity elevating itself as zoon politikon above mere bio-


logical existence. Biopolitics shows that the apparently stable bound-


ary between the natural and the political, which both naturalist and


politicist approaches must presuppose, is less an origin than an effect


¡
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of political action. When life itself becomes an object of politics, this


has consequences for the foundations, tools, and goals of political ac-


tion. No one saw more clearþ this shift in the nature of politics more


clearþ than Michel Foucault.


{


i


ù
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The Government of Living Beings:
Michel Foucault


lN THE 1970s, the French historian and philosopher Michel Fou-
cault introduced a concept of biopolitics that broke with the natu-
ralist and politicist interpretations that were discussed in the pre-
ceding chapters. In contrast to the former conception of biopolitics,
Foucault describes biopolitics as an explicit rupture with the attempt
to trace political processes ancl structures back to biological deter-
minants. By contrast, he analyzes the historical process by which
"Lífe" emerges as the center of political strategies. Instead of assuming
foundational and ahistorical laws of politics, he diagnoses a histori-
cal break, a discontinuity in political practice. From this perspective,
biopolitics denotes a specific modern form of exercising power.


Foucault's concept of biopolitics orients itself not only against the
idea of processes of life as a foundation of politics. It also maintains
a critical distance from theories that view life as the object of poli-
tics. According to Foucauit, biopolitics does not supplement tradi-
tional political competencies and structures through new domains
and questions. It cloes not produce an extension of politics but rather
transforms its c. ore, in that it reformulates concepts of political sov-
ereignty and subjugates them to new forms of political knowledge.
Biopolitics stands for a constellation in which modern human and
natural sciences and the normative concepts that emerge from them
structure political action and determine its goals. For this reason,
biopolitics for Foucault has nothing to do with the ecological crisis
or an increasing sensibility for environmental issues; nor could it be


¡
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